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Abstract.  
Crisis is an infrequent and unpredictable event which is challenging to prepare and re-

solve. Serious-game approach proved to provide potential support in training and 

simulating event of real-world crisis situation to different stakeholders. Yet in prac-

tice, the approach meets with difficulty on how to setup and utilize different core 

components such as asset management, crisis scenario generation, agent simulation, 

real-world constraints, and the evaluation process to yield beneficial information upon 

running the system. To address this issue, the key question is what can be done to 

propose a general crisis game-based framework providing necessary core components 

while generating evaluation result yielding potential analytical data for a crisis man-

agement process. Therefore, in this paper, we aim to review and consolidate the exist-

ing research on scenario generation techniques and related crisis simulation frame-

work, then to propose novel solution to combine both processes and to derive a desir-

able scenario content which is also being validated in the simulation framework based 

on the JADE multi-agent architecture. 
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1 Introduction  

Crisis can be defined as any event that is, or is expected to lead to, an unstable and 

dangerous situation affecting an individual, group, community, or the whole society. 

They can be caused by man-made actions or natural phenomenon or occasional acci-

dents that are difficult to predict (i.e. earthquake, flooding, terrorism, hazardous out-

break, etc.). Crisis management organizations have to handle available resources and 

facilities to deal with the crisis disaster. These resources change over time in different 

situations, which causes challenges in preparing the right countermeasure plan, lead-

ing to unintentionally experiment via trial and error. Since crises are infrequent, 

Walker et al. [1] suggests that training from game with relevant real-world environ-

ment and well-defined scenario can be beneficial to crisis management personals to 

understand and prepare for any upcoming emergency situation due to its cost effec-

tiveness in development compared to the setup-cost of real training practice. 

Scenario may describe a hypothetical situation that provide a necessary environ-

ment setup, initial background of event and final goal to represent a sense of real-

world situation in the practical training or test. As regard to of crisis scenario, the 

possible content structure can be separated into context and crisis. Context represents 

a pre-incident of crisis situation to enable the understanding of specific environment 

surrounding the area of event while crisis describes a set of specific events which may 

lead to dangerous, troubled and challenging situations, with potentially cascading 



effects. To test possible response, the script usually includes unpredictable or proba-

bilistic chain of events that are out of control of any player.  

Regarding the gaming technology, the advancement of widely accessible game en-

gine systems such as Unity3D, Ogre3D, Unreal Engine and other related game devel-

opment tools have improved the pipeline of game development where they reduce the 

barrier to entry for small team of developers to make games. Subsequently, increase 

in accessibility to game development application has encouraged many government 

departments and scientific organizations to apply game as a tool for non-

entertainment purposes aiming to provide a mean to give learning experience using 

gameplay mechanisms such as visualization, interaction, competition, reward system, 

immersiveness, and so on. Zyda [2] introduced a classification of terms for edutain-

ment game as serious game. By considering the field of crisis management and disas-

ter planning, serious game offers great potential to address the visualization, interac-

tion, communication and assessment of good practice via continuously improving 

user interface and environment simulation because of the fact that crisis is infrequent 

and infeasible to be fully demonstrated and experienced within the real world. 

Although it is very common that modern serious games stay focus on generating an 

engaging experience of real crisis situation, developing of the crisis simulation 

framework for training or decision support system does require a plausible scenario 

which is often directed from domain experts. This process is time-consuming and 

often lacks of benchmarks to evaluate the quality of each different unique scenario. 

Bad design scenario will often lead to unpractical solutions with waste of computing 

time and training resources. There are several systems which aim to procedurally 

generate the scenario for training and simulation purpose with a variety of techniques. 

However, the problem is that the scenario generation system usually is more specific 

to a dedicated single simulation engine and, thus, is difficult to redeploy on a different 

system.  

The another purpose of representing a crisis situation into a scenario is to be de-

ployed into a simulation system to help answer a question of what is the best possible 

emergency response regarding to available resource parameters and procedures. A 

possible solution to the crisis incident is sometimes being represented as a problem of 

resource allocation and the deployment of crisis manpower. To focus on the process 

of defining and evaluating a scenario, development of a framework that facilitates the 

generation of different possible crisis scenario script while simulating its emergency 

response based on available resources will provide more elaborate understanding of 

crisis situation and also give a preliminary assessment of crisis scenario and its corre-

sponding plan. The result will be beneficial to the decision support system and to 

transferring into practical crisis training. 

In this paper, we propose a review of existing scenario generation techniques and 

discuss the context of related crisis simulation systems highlighting the important 

features of crisis simulation framework. Finally, we propose the development of an 

interactive game-based crisis scenario simulation framework developed on top of 

open multi-agent toolkits such as JADE. The reminder of the paper is organized as 

follows: In section 2, we introduce some existing automated scenario generation sys-

tems; in section 3, we review on emergency training and simulation systems; in sec-

tion 4, we discuss the important features of crisis simulation framework; in section 5, 



we proposed our Crisis Scenario Generation System Framework Design; and, in sec-

tion 6, we conclude the paper. 

2 Automated Scenario Generation Systems 

Modern serious games do require a plausible scenario which is often directed from 

domain experts and it is a very time-consuming process. Automated scenario genera-

tion provides major benefits to the manual process by: 1) Content generation can 

quickly produce on demand scenario with setup and constraints; 2) Computer-

generated scenario can be used to supplement human-based scenario quality. For 

Crisis Management domain, we initially focus on producing a sequence of crisis 

events while mainly considering: (1) resource management perspective; (2) stake-

holder collaboration in solving an emergency situation. 

Hullett and Mateas [3] apply a planning technique to generate a firefighter rescue 

training scenario in the collapsing building area. The system use HTNPlanner with 

building structure data as input while set a goal to create a situation that satisfy crisis 

final description, domain knowledge must be defined for planner to allow physical 

consistency and achieving better plausible result. As a result, the system generates a 

scenario by filling in content as a sequence of event or activities that are expected to 

occur and which usually manipulate world environment leading from initial state to 

the desired goal situation. The trainee is given a role and a set of specific skills to 

perform in the scenario. The variety of generated scenario is delivered in scale of 

small, medium and large world setting and it is argued to be better than random prob-

abilistic distribution of element in case of fire situation, damage propagation, and 

comparable existing systems due to the provision of a domain knowledge consistency 

model. The main limitation of this system is that the work is tending to encounter a 

memory shortage during simulating the variation of levels in Medium and Large 

scale.  

Grois et al. [4] developed a SceneGen algorithm for Navy DCTrain System using 

Noisy Bayesian Network (NOBNs) to search for key-event to satisfying scenario 

objective using data from knowledge-based in a form of belief network with a penal-

ized likelihood and rejection test to discard non-plausible results. The process is 

aimed to provide offline-scenario generation. The authors also mention Case-based 

stochastic perturbation (CBSP) is used to acquire a seed scenario from experts then 

apply random distribution to manipulate more variation to the original which is likely 

to bring unreasonable or in-plausible result due to random nature without any testing 

for plausibility. ScenGen’s strength lies in its ability to guarantee the “quality” of 

each and every scenario it generates through a carefully designed selection bias and it 

claims to be better in overall performance than Manual design by human subject mat-

ter experts (MDHE), Naïve random generation (NRG), and Case-based stochastic 

perturbation (CBSP) which produce lower-quality scenarios. It defines plausible qual-

ity by checking the occurrence of key events according to the desired learning objec-

tive. Some learning objective or key event can be occurred and added simultaneously 

at the same time step. The major drawback of this approach is to require a set of good 

base human generated scenario as a seed then manipulates them to obtain more varia-

tion in the automated results, and in addition the offline generation may lack efficien-



cy in dynamic crisis simulation system when the setting is reflecting the complexity 

situation from real-world problem. 

Martin et al. [5] proposed an automated scenario generation system which aims to 

be generic and applicable to any domain specific simulation system. The authors in-

troduced a conceptual mapping approach which is based on 1) training objectives; 2) 

baseline scenario as a pre-defined ideal parameter scenario; and 3) scenario vignettes 

that is a complexity modification of scenario such as weather, light, and etc. The main 

objective and additional data such as weather condition (vignette) setting are com-

posed in an XML file and generate the scenario variation using scripted functional L-

system which are similar to shape grammar in procedural modelling but define the 

syntax rule to represent scenario elements. This system allows generic automated 

domain-independent scenario generation with different simulation framework. How-

ever, the disadvantage is that it requires extra work on developing a rule for FL-

System but claimed that it is one-time requirement for new training domain and it is 

reusable in similar domain setting. The difficulty on generating a rule is also arguable. 

Zook et al. [6] introduce a combinatorial optimization approach to scenario genera-

tion to deliver the requisite diversity and quality of scenarios while tailoring the sce-

narios to a particular learner's needs and abilities for military training in virtual envi-

ronment which is opposite to the planning approach. The main scenario generation 

based is on a genetic algorithm to search for a best solution; reading in author-

specified domain knowledge, the details and the type of possible events and require-

ment in scenario, and constraint order on events. The process works by considering 

instant event template for the scenario at random location; Mutating the parameter of 

random chosen scenario; Applying cross-over operation, to create new sequence of 

events to improve the quality of scenario for the next iteration. The authors proposed 

evaluation in an interesting and effective way: 1) quality of solution at run-time; 2.) 

the diversity of scenario as function of running time, 3) performance of trainee and 

appropriateness of difficulty level when training on generated scenario. The result 

from their evaluation is to generate a unique scenario compared to planner generation 

approach, this technique based on a combinatorial optimization provides lower-

quality solution initially, but explores multiple different regions in the solution space 

containing high-quality solutions and so refines multiple distinct scenario that meet 

provided learning objectives rather than explore variation on same high-quality sce-

nario. In practice, planner is expected to yield a high-quality tailored scenario early 

and produce several scenarios of roughly equivalent quality that are very similar on a 

several high-quality scenario. The authors states the requirement of virtual technology 

for scenario training is vital to incorporates learner attributes and theoretically lead to 

more effective training as learner have greater opportunities to train more on relevant 

scenario. The major drawback is that the generation requires a predefined small ele-

ment of events to be tailored into scenario and initial input of learner model for suita-

ble evaluation fitness function for the genetic algorithm. 

Different computational approaches have been proposed for scenario generation 

system. From the reviews, the combinatorial optimization search and planning tech-

niques are efficient to produce a variety of quality scenario. The former is generic 

optimization approach working by evaluating a set of function to determine a neces-

sary event elements of given scenario. It works best for a training aspect since these 

parameters such as scenario length, constrained sequence structure and a learner mod-



el are available to achieve a relevant and distinct result each time; the latter is deploy-

ing a planner to fill in between different key events based on the event precondition 

and constraints. The planner approach is simpler to design and control since the 

knowledge representation is concise using a formal planning domain definition lan-

guage such as PDDL. The lack of variation by using planner is still arguable since 

there are several example system in digital story telling generation successfully apply-

ing such a method to order a story priori based on given setting element of dramatic 

arc [7]. While the seed approaches which blended a human-created element and au-

tomated searching process seem to be more effective in generating high-quality result, 

the lack of variation and time-consuming aspect make this technique less preferable in 

representing a general crisis simulation framework. For a heuristic approach, the cre-

ating of scenario is formed by evaluating a subcomponent of scenario to the given 

heuristic function. The given subcomponent will be kept in a final scenario if it passed 

the threshold although this method seems to deliver an effective scenario, it is compu-

ting inefficient. For our framework, we will employ the planning approach due to its 

simplicity in design for knowledge representation of crisis scenario rather than devel-

oping a learner model. 

In this section, we have reviewed some of the proposed techniques on scenario 

generation system. We will continue discussing the crisis training and simulation 

system in the section 3. 

3 Crisis simulation systems 

Following the review of the work on crisis generation, we propose in this section to 

review the related works on crisis simulation system. 

The appropriateness of computer simulation for crisis emergency response can be 

observed by its category of usage: 1) to provide experience for training and enter-

tainment using: a) virtual equipment; b) gaming simulation; and c) combining a real 

system and simulation (to for e.g. enhance operational skill); 2) to perform experi-

ments including education, understanding and decision support system (DSS) [8].  

Agent-based simulation (ABS) has been used consistently with emergency re-

sponse simulation due to the flexibility to model different situations with real-world 

complexity knowledge. An Agent is often considered as representation of human 

individual capable with a set of available skills involved in the domain, typically ei-

ther civilian or rescuer, but sometimes it also represent non-human entity such as 

vehicles and building. An Agent is usually proactive and will be used to achieve some 

goal, and it is reactive in response of change in the environment [9]. An Agent is of-

ten scripted with different set of behavior depending on the given role and defined 

rules of system. The system is often designed to emulate how the events in the real-

world unfold and then determine the appropriate response plan for the agents. ABS is 

best suited for modelling attack on transport, attack on crowded place, pandemic hu-

man disease and natural disaster such as flooding [10]. Several existing systems work 

around the concept of ABS for large scale emergency response and some aim to de-

velop a serious game for crisis simulation system with modern gaming technology for 

practical training and also study the effective response of crisis plan. 

Metello et al. [11] designed an emergency simulation game based on serious game 

technique aiming to represent observable crisis situations rather than just a representa-



tion of crisis in the learning game. This system helps to demonstrate an emergency 

plan in finding a flawed procedure during any given scenario such as oil leakage by 

allowing the trainee to interact with a simulation system which events has been fired 

to the world environment over time and providing a feedback by rendering the effect 

on the screen. 

Schoenharl et al. [12] demonstrated simulation of a multi-agent system WIPER 

(wireless integrated phone-based emergency response) corresponding to real GIS 

visualizing geographic terrain with each mobile phone users having a movement ac-

tivities tracked by tower cellular segments in the area for a real-time response. A real-

time data source provides real-time data regarding cell-phone usage from cell-phone 

providers. Using a historical data source (a repository of normal cell-phone usage), a 

detection and alert system detect possible anomalies in cell-phone usage patterns. The 

system also operates by taking a batch of different agent movement activities for sim-

ulation aiming to mimic the crisis event which are: 1.) a flee event where every agent 

move away in disturbance; 2) a flock event where agent is trying to move as a mob 

(grouping); 3) a jam event where each agent is moving toward their specific goal but 

is constrained as in traffic jam. Their system can simulate a density of agents as popu-

lation and measure traffic activity which represents the actual cell segment for a better 

understanding of the crisis situation. 

Saoud et al. [13] describe a multi-agent based approach for modeling a simulation  

(SimGenis) to design optimal, efficient, and appropriate rescue strategies, based on 

the initial state of victims, number of rescuers, and method of communication be-

tween rescuers (electronic or paper). More precisely, the aim of the research was to 

determine how the response to a dynamic large-scale emergency depends on the use 

of a centralized and decentralized collaborative rescue strategy with applying heuris-

tic algorithm on each agent and component of the simulator while testing using seven 

configurations with 300 agents for victims and rescuers. The optimal response for the 

simulation is derived from the total number of victims, initial state of the victims and 

the total number of rescuer (doctor, firefighter, and nurse). The results from the study 

states that there is no best unique rescue scenario and it is hard to predict depending 

on the disaster characteristic.  

Takeuchi [14] introduced a Robocup Rescue which is using the 1995 Kobe earth-

quake as the original test scenario. The system is aiming to represent the disaster situ-

ation sensory information then to incorporate the agent-simulation system to mitigate 

disaster and encourage large scale research collaboration by holding an annual com-

petition since 2001. The response is based on optimization of the design and imple-

mentation of better action selection method to maximize the objective function re-

garding the number of individual, proportion of remaining health to initial health 

point, and proportion of unburnt area of building. In addition, with the nature of mul-

ti-objective in crisis response, a vector-based score has been proposed to compare 

different responses strategies [15].  

The AROUND project: Adapting robotic disaster response to developing countries 

[16] introduced the use of robots for observation task by the information gathered by 

robot is fed to spatial decision support system (SDSS), which uses agent-based model 

to predict the outcomes of possible course of action by human rescue teams. In 

AROUND, optimal agent behavior mimics that of the real-world rescuers they repre-

sent. The test scenario being used is modeled after an earthquake in the city of Hanoi 



(Vietnam) from 1935 and 1983. The project has some similarities to Robocup Rescue 

in the deploying a usage of robot in order to reducing a disaster damage in developing 

country. In AROUND, behavior is also modeled using a parameterized utility func-

tion, which is used for action selection and has similarity to real-life behaviors. 

PLAN-C (planning with large agent-networks against catastrophes) is also another 

ABS developed to predict the behavior of individual and collectively in large-scale 

emergency such as terrorist attack [17] [18]. The simulation scenario is modeled after 

a possible terrorist attack which simulates the first 50 hours following a Sarin chemi-

cal attack on Manhattan Island. The emergency response is represented as finding a 

solution to a multi-objective optimization problem (MOOP) since there is no best 

single optimum solution in the nature of disaster. The Pareto-optimal trade-off be-

tween different parameters is being discovered. The parameters being observed can be 

varied such as hospital resource level (consumable such as drug and medicine; recov-

erable such as bed and personals). The result is that increasing the number of re-

sources will rapidly reduce the fatalities; however, up on passing some thresholds, the 

fatalities will not lessen even with more resources available. Still, the system provided 

an analysis result of civilian behavior on attending the nearby hospital regarding the 

effectiveness of hospital to admit and release the appropriate number of patient to 

reduce the most fatalities. 

EpiSimS [19] [20] is also another ABS developed to study the optimized parameter 

of resource and procedures in a simulated SmallPox attack model and influenza out-

break. The analysis result from the simulation is that the rate of death is directly influ-

enced by how quickly the infected patients can isolate themselves from the rest of 

population (society). Whereas, the study of deploying an official response such as 

mass evacuation, vaccination and quarantine to control the spread of smallpox is less 

effective on the rate of death. 

From reviews, the proposed crisis simulation systems are aiming to train and study 

the effective result of deployed procedures during an emergency situation. The agent-

based model is a core component to represent a complex and realistic system in the 

occurring crisis by modeling an agent with corresponding roles such as victim, crisis 

personal and facilities. The multi-objective optimization search is a common approach 

to investigate a best trade-off response to reduce the fatality or damage. The test sce-

nario usually model after the large scale crisis occurred in the local region of the pro-

ject. In this section, we have reviewed some of the proposed system on emergency 

simulation systems. We will continue discussing the overall of crisis framework in the 

section 4. 

4 Discussion on Crisis Simulation Framework 

So far in the available literature, there are several similarities in the development of a 

crisis simulation framework regarding the preparation stage. The majority of the sim-

ulation system aim at representing the real-word knowledge then reproduces the crisis 

scenario based on historical records for devising a better decision support system and 

plan; and also to train the crisis personal for any upcoming event for a proper re-

sponse.  

During Real-time crisis situation, simulation framework such as WIPER applies 

the mobile network GIS information system to provide a realistic and real-time re-



sponse for decision support simulation. Also for the preparation of study of crisis 

events by varying the different resource level, system such as PLAN-C can provide an 

analytical study of improved response on investigating some component of behavior. 

In addition, a new behavior which is not constrained to be human resemblance can be 

investigated as to maximize the evaluation function in Robocup Rescue. The similari-

ties is that each simulation system is deployed using the agent-based model frame-

work to simulate the behavior of individual such as victim and crisis personal (e.g. 

firefighter, doctor) then measure the parameter of objective function such as fatality 

rate as utility. The algorithm is often based on optimization of the objective function 

to derive a best trade-off practice of parameters on resource and procedures. The rep-

resentation of world environment is often in a form of grid of cells such as in 

SimGenis and PLAN-C but later on the requirement to achieve realistic simulation it 

was necessary to incorporate GIS information input.  

The simulation system can also benefit from deploying a scenario generation pro-

cedure. Each type of real-world complex situation requires a large and, sometimes, 

inaccessible information. In order to prepare and study a generic crisis and disaster 

situation from small-to-large scale, the procedural generation of scenario is desirable. 

In training, the procedural generation of scenario is still being an active study area. 

There are several common techniques on the process: Seed approach which blends 

the human generated sub-scenario with an automated system to append and manipu-

late the sequence of events for more variability such as SimGen, and is also a distinct 

method to derive a quality scenario. Planning, by using planner to fill in the in-

between event from each key constrained events, is also a concrete method for gener-

ating consistent scenario since the domain knowledge is being scripted into the avail-

able condition of planner actions which also share similar usage in digital story telling 

system [7]; Functional-L system, with a requirement of developing a subsequent set of 

rule for conducting a scenario, the difficulty may rely on how to identifying rules that 

would produce a suitable set of scenario with varying result.; and a generic optimiza-

tion approach, algorithms that apply mutation and cross-over to the human generated 

sub-key events to obtaining a unique scenario result based on the specific given pa-

rameter and learner model as fitness evaluation function.  

Although, there is no distinct best solution on how to generate crisis scenarios, 

there are desirable components that the automated generation system should provide: 

1.) To allow scenario generation to operate with different simulation platform using a 

general data representation such as XML; 2.) To incorporate an external simulation 

model knowledge such as fire, flood, epidemic and weather (e.g. tornado and earth-

quake); 3.) To generate the scenario based on GIS vector information which would be 

sufficient to represent the environment of complex real-world problem; and 4.) To 

allow interaction with user during a generation process and provide accurate desirable 

result during generation and evaluation of scenario. 

While there are different techniques in generation of scenario and simulating of 

crisis situation, there is not much novel solution to combine both processes and to 

derive a desirable scenario content which is also being validated in the simulation 

framework. In next section, we propose a scenario generation framework based on the 

JADE multi-agent architecture which is aiming to incorporate the scenario generation 

technique and crisis simulation agent-based model into a unify system. 



5 Crisis Scenario Generation System Framework Design 

The crisis scenario generation framework is composed of many components. Figure 1 

represents a high level architecture of our crisis scenario generation framework. In the 

following section, we will introduce these components respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. Crisis scenario generation framework architecture 

5.1 Parser Component  

Setup information including different scope of scenario world location, available 

resources, possible set of actions, constraints, possible set of events’ description, and 

related configuration keys. The purpose of this component is to parse the necessary 

files to initializing the base representation of the system world environment. Moreo-

ver, it is possible to create an API for importing a world-setup from different frame-

work. This feature will be revisited in the later stage of development. 

5.2 World Environment Manager Component  

The world environment manager has the main task to handle the representation of 

centralized scenario world scene. It is responsible to maintaining the knowledge of the 

world stage based on any change from agents’ actions or event triggering. It also allo-

cates the information regarding the current situation in a scenario to agent manager 

with planner instance. Moreover, the world environments will coordinate and respond 

to agent’s request for executing an action in the environment. Any conflict from 

agents’ request will be resolved via this module rather than direct negotiation between 

each agent. In implementation detail, World Environment Manager may be operating 

as central agent which stores the world environment data structure and allow the exe-

cution of an action to manipulate the existing object variables in environment. 

 

The sub-components of world environment manager are described as in the follow-

ing: 

 World Scene: The world scene component will hold the list of scenario knowledge and 

available resources in the current environment state of the world regarding the setup location 

and being updated by incrementing time steps. It is a central data structure which allows al-

locating of world stage knowledge into any requested component. 



 Event Manager: The event manager component utilizes a pool of events with probabilistic 

model. It fires a sequence of events to conduct the scenario incident, which can be determin-

istic to representing a cascading effect of specific real-world situation depending on the 

proper setup files. This component will be directly monitoring the world scene and its inci-

dent world event will be allocated with corresponding world-scene information to the re-

quested agent. 

 Time Manager: This component handles keeping track of the time in the virtual simulation 

for conveniently synchronizing and calculating the action duration.  

 Action Capability: All possible agent actions will be stored in this module with their specif-

ic precondition to execute such as requester role, available resource condition, and time du-

ration. 

 Statistic and Evaluation Manager: This component will keep statistic result data regarding 

each crisis incident in the generated scenario according with its executing plan providing a 

mean to evaluate the utility from outcome of different plan or decision. 

 Output generator: It generates the human readable representation of the current world state 

for being used in report and interacting with user 

 History Manager: the history component will keep track of actions requested in each state 

of the world with meta-data for respective results in the world scene. This component served 

as an optional module to load/rollback the specific checkpoint of the world state which will 

contribute into framework novelty later on. 

 Conflict Manager: The conflict resolver component will have an authority in resolving the 

conflict between agents’ request.  Currently, every action is not generated as a partial-order 

plan so there is likely to have no conflict. However, the necessity to have a dedicated com-

ponent will become handy in extending the feature of framework. 

5.3 User Interface  

     Current world information sent from the world manager output module will be 

displayed in this user interface component. User can observe the development of gen-

erating scenario step-by-step in a sequence of narrative log text. However, the current 

design does not focus on visualizing the virtual environment to the user via this chan-

nel directly. User may use this component to configure the option of the scenario 

setup before starting the actual simulation and also assign a preference choice for 

agent decision making if applicable. 

5.4 Agent Component  

     The framework will elaborate the world scene and scenario by applying a multi-

agent framework solution as each agent represents an actor in the scenario. In general, 

crisis management situation normally includes different tiers of decision making 

chain of command and, sometimes, crisis scenario can be represented in according to 

different scope of scenes whether a city-area event or in-a-building floor layout scene.  

To address this model, agents may be allocated into separated level of abstract repre-

sentation which can be defined as crisis manager, crisis facility/station, and crisis 

personal team. The hierarchy in chain of command will be deployed from manager to 

personal tier respectively. A simplify assumption will be made to indicate an actual 

sequence of agents’ behavior, which greatly reduces system complexity.  

The representation of agents’ type is described as in the following: 

 Decision Making Agent (DMA): This agent acts as a high-level decision making unit, crisis 

manager. In general, the decision-making agent, crisis manager, will be equipped with an in-



stance of planner to generate plans according to the given world state and event notified 

from world environment manager. While using utility function preference, High-level plan 

will focus on allocation of resource, task assignment, optimization then being sent to control 

agents. 

 Control Agents (CA): Control agent represents a facility unit, crisis facility. Being allocat-

ed the resource and task from DMA, this unit may evaluate resources with the given task in 

the case that the additional resource is required. If applicable, CA instantiate a field agent 

unit with setup of necessary resources and task. 

 Field Agents (FA): This agent represents personal teams with resources. FA will perform 
direct request to execute an action with a world environment manager component. 

Both CA and FA will use planner instance to perform planning with different level 

of scope from DMA, which focuses on essential actions that allow them to solve the 

given task. In addition, the agents will not directly negotiate between each other but 

directly report the result of current active action and its success or failure to the high-

er-tier agent then wait for further instruction. This allow the decision making agent to 

clearly monitor the assigned action‘s outcome. If there is a failure in the assigned 

action, it can evaluate the current situation and apply replanning algorithm if applica-

ble. 

Agents will be developed on top of JADE, multi-agent framework using standard 

agent communication language, ACL [21]. This technology will provide ease of mes-

sage transferring and scalability as agents can be host on different machines on a dis-

tributed system. 

5.5 Planner 

     Planner component allows the generation a plan consisting of sequence actions 

related to a given world state, allocated resources, and possible actions. This world 

information must be preprocessed into PDDL format then being stored in the local 

KBS of the Planner. The external planner instance will be deployed as in the current 

state to fasten the development of framework. We currently select a planner using 

forward chaining state space search to reach a goal with heuristic function, FF_Metric 

[22]. The constraint in resources, agent’s actions, and goal’s condition will be defined 

and solved as a constraint satisfaction solution [23].  

It is important to note that there is no permanent decision on selecting a planner 

which can be revised in later stage. In the future work, this component may be de-

signed with new algorithms providing better flexibility in creating a crisis plan with 

PDDL4J Library. Monitoring algorithm and replanning algorithm are currently de-

signed to handle execution of plan list resulted from a planner in general. Further 

design will include time duration boundary variable to provide more realistic replan-

ning approach with dynamic and changing real-world situation. Figure 2 depicts the 

planner architecture. 



 
Fig. 2: Planner Architecture 

5.6 Visual Exporter 

     This component will be used for the frameworks with external graphics engine.  

The information of world representation must be formatted into a common data ex-

tension such as XML or COLLADA, which can be efficiently parsed for visualizing 

purpose later on. In the early state of current design, exporting data should contain a 

data structure representing each simulation step of world scene state. In future exten-

sion, the framework may import a world data then generate an incident event scenario 

with a sequence of solution plan. This information may be exported into game engine 

to use as a sequence of event simulation rather than one-time step of world scene.  

5.7 3D Graphics Engine 

     This component aims to demonstrate how the frameworks can connect to external 

3D graphics engines such as Unity3D and other similar engines. The crisis scenario 

simulation will be represented as 2D or 3D visual data in which the graphics represen-

tation of each element can be mapped from exported data of the world scene. This 

component is currently an optional extension upon completing the final implementa-

tion. Directly establish a socket communication with the 3D engine may be tested for 

real-time performance evaluation. 

 

6 Framework scalability evaluation 

Currently, the proposed framework is in an initial development stage, the core 

components involving world environment, agents, and planning have been imple-

mented. We summarized an evaluation in this section. 

To test a performance and scalability, we proposed increasing number of active 

agents in the system while measured a total duration to solve the given scenario tasks 

and a plan generation time For Testing scenario, we implemented a basic firefighter 

domain which describe fire situation where a world object is set on-fire. There are 4 



basic operations which are move-to, pick-up-a-supply, extinguish-a-fire and rest while 

there are only one type of actor and facility, fireman and firestation 

The number of agents are instantiated with a scene of fixed size world objects in a 

single event. The time reported are run in a Laptop with Core i7-5500U @2.40GHz, 2 

Cores with RAM 16GB (10GB Available), and Window 10. 

Our result are illustrated in Figure 3. We test initially with single agent and then 2, 

5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 100 respective in simultaneous instantiation to solve a world-event 

problem with 20 on-fire objects. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Computation time of simultaneously solving a world event 

 

The result indicates that increasing the number of agents will require more time 

due to the fact that they generated more collision in action execution in the environ-

ment such as trying to execute an action on the same object. Only one agent will suc-

cess while another fails triggering replanning process. This situation may lead to 

studying of opportunistic competition between each agent and invention of more effi-

cient planning and replanning algorithm for multi-agent system. 

Currently, the evaluation is based on a single machine rather than hosting an agent 

on different machines communicated on JADE environment which could improve 

stability and reduce execution time in larger world setup. 

The re-evaluation will perform after the implementation of command-tier agent 

such as fire station to simulate resource management environment in future version. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper, we discuss a review on existing work regarding automated scenario 

generation technique and related crisis simulation framework then present a design of 

crisis scenario simulation framework developed on top of open multi-agent frame-

work such as JADE to provide a new solution incorporating techniques based on 



planning in both area. This approach has a potential to provide a large variety of study 

and test environment to validate theory and plan in different situation on across do-

main especially crisis management. Further, it will allow the evaluation of trade-off 

between each decision on different perspective as stated in separated tiers of agent. 

While in regarding the scalability problem for simulation, the multi-agent framework 

enables a larger scale of computation with connecting more platforms as a container 

to the environment; 

 

In the future work, we will continue the implementation of base simulation frame-

work and provide more evaluation on result of different scenario setup with different 

tiers of agent. We will also develop an automated scenario generation on top of the 

simulation framework to validate and provide diversity of representation of crisis 

scenario. 
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